POSITION DESCRIPTION

APRIL 2022

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
The David Rockefeller Fund invests in catalytic ideas, people, efforts, and institutions
working strategically toward ecological regeneration, justice system transformation
and art for social impact.
The David Rockefeller Fund seeks a strategic and entrepreneurial Chief Executive Officer to
help define the next chapter in its development, and lead the Fund’s work to greater impact.
Beyond the traditional grantmaking role, however, the position also offers a special opportunity
to truly partner with a dedicated Board, Staff, and Donor Family deeply intent on unpacking and
reconciling some of the more challenging issues facing today’s philanthropic field. The CEO
should bring a thoughtful willingness to:
!

Examine the socioeconomic systems that have traditionally provided the underpinnings
of formal philanthropy (including intergenerational wealth);

!

Explore how issues of power and equity overlap with philanthropic practice; and

!

Be active in seeking to define and build new models for more just and inclusive
philanthropy.

Such exploration is already reflected in some of the Fund’s more progressive, participatory
grantmaking initiatives. The organization also routinely supports advocacy, policy work, and
grassroots organizing – funding activity often avoided by philanthropic entities.
However, the Fund now seeks a leader who will boldly and strategically push the work further –
evolving the vision, programs, and even board structure, into an organization even better
prepared to embody its values and to meet this critical societal moment.
The Fund’s current $65 million endowment generates roughly $4 million in annual grantmaking
funds. Reporting to the Fund’s Board, and leading a current staff of two full-time professionals,
and occasional consultants, the CEO should skillfully seek to employ the full range of the Funds
resources (financial and nonfinancial) in service to the Fund’s ambitious mission and goals.
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During the first year, the CEO should:
!

Work to thoroughly understand the Fund – its mission and values, stakeholders, history,
culture, programs, operations, partners, and potential; Develop a keen and nuanced
understanding of the multigenerational family dynamics;

!

Develop a solid and close-working partnership with the new Board Chair; together begin
to define and support each other’s vision for the Fund’s future;

!

Gain the confidence of the Fund’s Board, staff and, as appropriate, extended family
members, forging relationships of trust and cooperation that continue to bring forth
their best efforts and talents; Become a trusted source of information, advice and
inspiration;

!

In close partnership with the Board Chair, develop and lead the Fund through a
comprehensive strategic planning process, engaging the full complement of the Fund’s
stakeholders to clearly define the Fund’s future direction;

!

Engage with current Fund grantees, ensuring that even as the Fund engages in future
planning that existing responsibilities are met;

!

As appropriate, become a thought partner to other Rockefeller family philanthropies.

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES
It is further expected that the Chief Executive Officer will:
Visioning, Planning & Fund Leadership
!

Evolve the Fund’s vision and distinct identity; Continue to critically assess the Fund’s
intersecting programs ensuring they remain focused, relevant, impactful, and missionaligned;

!

Both internally and externally, serve as an innovative thought-partner, strategically
seeking to deploy the Fund’s resources to maximum impact;

!

Along with staff, plan and implement all grant making and grantee support activities and
ensure regular program evaluation, reflection and improvement as needed;

!

Identify and conduct due diligence on potential grantees; learn new areas in-depth;
make well-reasoned, written recommendations to the Board for grant funding across all
program areas;
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!

Enhance the Fund’s institutional partnerships to further the Fund’s work;

!

Continue to work with third-party donors and select non-profit boards to leverage the
Fund’s grants/investments and drive substantial additional philanthropic resources into
the Fund’s program priorities and mission-aligned impact areas;

!

Evolve special Fund initiatives, including, for example, those that advance innovative
“participatory grantmaking” like the David Kaiser Justice Transformation Docket, and
the Justice Program’s Canary Impact Fund initiative;

!

Coordinate with trustees and staff on the distribution, and as appropriate, development
of: Donor-advised fund contributions; the Richard Rockefeller Climate Change
Initiatives; and the Growald Family Fund-DR Fund Climate Change grants. Explore
possibilities for other substantial contributions to programs and to the endowment;

Organizational Development & Management
!

Lead a highly-skilled professional team, providing meaningful opportunities for staff
development and growth; Support the successful integration of the annual Justice
Fellows;

!

Advance an organizational culture, grounded in diversity, equity, and inclusion that
supports the agency and productivity of all staff;

!

Manage all programmatic, financial, administrative and operational activities of the
Fund. Ensure appropriate capacity, optimal efficiency, and that sound financial
structures, budgeting practices and reporting systems are in place, and in alignment
with the Fund’s vision and goals;

!

Supervise the COO in maintaining the highest standards of “best practice” for all
operations of the Fund, including: compliance with annual legal and regulatory
requirements of the foundation for IRS and NY State tax filings; IRS-required grant
distributions, annual independent audit and preparation of financial statements, and
other filings related to insurance, labor and benefits. Meet quarterly with auditors and
tax preparers;

!

Manage outside consultant and contractual relationships including but not limited to
audit, legal and organizational development work;
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!

Coordinate with investment managers and work with the Investment Committee Chair
to support the Fund’s long-term investment strategy to support net zero target setting
and climate solutions investing;

Communications & External Relations
!

Ensure the ongoing development of a clear and powerful narrative that communicates
the Fund’s values, mission and goals;

!

Continue the Fund’s role as a primary and collaborative member of the larger
philanthropic community; advance high standards of effective practice for family
foundations;

!

Share impact investing and other “added value” strategies with peers, the philanthropic
field, and the public;

!

Serve as a visible thought-leader and spokesperson on issues central to the Fund;

Board Engagement and Family Partnership
!

Build and nurture good relationships with all Board members (which includes multiplegeneration family and non-family members) marked by care, open communication, and
responsiveness;

!

As appropriate, help to identify and cultivate new trustees whose perspectives, talents,
interests and commitment will further the Fund’s mission and impact;

!

Plan and facilitate a wide range of Board convenings, including, but not limited to: semiannual Board meetings, Executive and Audit Committee meetings; quarterly Investment
Committee meetings; Nominating Committee meetings, as needed, and Board retreats;

!

Prepare grant dockets. Ensure that Board members have sufficient materials and
information on which to make informed decisions and learn, as needed, about new
program initiatives;

!

Prepare in-depth and informative materials for all Board and, as needed, Committee
meetings;

!

Report regularly to the Board on all relevant and emergent matters;

!

As appropriate, serve as a trusted advisor and partner to the Donor family members.
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IDEAL EXPERIENCE
Ideally, the CEO should have:
!

Critical intersectional thinking on the issue areas relevant to the Fund’s work;

!

Working knowledge of the nonprofit sector; Philanthropic experience is considered a
plus;

!

Leadership experience with an entity known for quality and excellence; with
commensurate operational, fiscal, and human resource responsibilities;

!

Solid project management experience, with the ability to set priorities, frame and
nimbly adapt systems, manage deadlines and evaluate outcomes;

!

Experience successfully designing and executing strategic planning processes;

!

An ability to facilitate dialogues that cover a wide range of ideas, ambitions, and
perhaps disparate opinions. Skilled at getting to the heart of, and comfortable holding
the complexity of, difficult issues without giving in to oversimplification;

!

Political savvy, with the ability to work effectively with, and gain the respect and support
of, stakeholders from a wide array of backgrounds and perspectives; current networks
and credibility with a range of leaders, thinkers and advocates in relevant fields;

!

Presence to serve as an effective spokesperson and ambassador for the Fund, with
strong oral and written communication skills; and

!

A successful track record as an advocate for mission-driven causes.

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
The ideal candidate will be:
!

Committed to the Fund’s mission and programs;

!

Curious, inquisitive, thoughtful and probing; an inspiring leader who is passionate about
effecting change;

!

Open-minded and extremely sensitive to process; Able to create and hold safe space for
truthful, vulnerable and perhaps difficult conversations;
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!

Decisive and confident, yet open and able to involve others in planning and decision
making;

!

An ethical individual who imparts trust, integrity, sensitivity, tolerance and is able to
motivate others in a similar vein;

!

Able to preserve the joy of family philanthropy and celebrate the opportunity to engage
others in the act of giving.

__________________________

WHO WE ARE - ABOUT THE DAVID ROCKEFELLER FUND
Inspired by the vision and generosity of our founders, David and Peggy Rockefeller, the David
Rockefeller Fund seeks to foster and embody a more just, creative, and flourishing world. We
currently focus our work in three primary program areas:
The Climate Program – backs efforts to support and sustain bold, science-based
leadership on equitable climate solutions. We are particularly interested in supporting
non-profits run by, serving, and building power for the communities of color who have
been the most disproportionately affected by the climate crisis, and in investing in
under-funded constituencies and geographic areas. This includes organizing efforts to:
address intersecting climate, gender, and racial justice inequities; defend voting rights;
and accelerate and expand movements to keep coal, oil and gas in the ground and shift
whole regions to affordable clean energy;
The Justice Program - supports initiatives and efforts to ensure more humane policies
within detention systems and, preferably, to dramatically reduce the number of those
incarcerated in favor of more just and equitable alternatives that provide healing to
crime victims’ families and truly safer communities. We are especially interested in
grassroots organizing, power building, and effective advocacy efforts to advance
decarceration policies on a national scale; and
The Arts Program - supports arts and culture organizations that are using the arts to
amplify social justice movements and/or progressive power-building efforts on a
national level. We seek to fund exemplary and inspiring efforts that demonstrate how
artistic practice can move beyond a single person or institution, affect much broader
communities than a single audience, and advance social, economic, and ecological
justice.
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The David Rockefeller Fund seeks to address the root causes of problems, and is guided by core
principles that include, among other things: respect, flexibility, risk-taking, and selfexamination. To learn more about the David Rockefeller Fund, please visit
www.drfund.org

___________________________

APPLICATION PROCESS
To apply, please forward a cover letter describing your interest and qualifications, and your
resume, in confidence, to:
Sandi Haynes
Executive Search Consultant
Sandi@HaynesLink.com
The David Rockefeller Fund will not be directly accepting any applications or inquiries.

The David Rockefeller Fund is based in New York City,
but is open to discussions regarding geographic requirements, as appropriate.
Equal employment opportunity and having a diverse staff are fundamental principles at the David
Rockefeller Fund, where employment and promotional opportunities are based upon individual
capabilities and qualifications without regard to race, color, religion, gender, pregnancy, sexual
orientation/preference, age, national origin, marital status, citizenship, disability, veteran status or any
other protected characteristic as established under law.

